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Introductioe

The main problem of this paper is to analyze critically - from

a go-called metaethical standpoint - the concepts of worle'and 'play!

and to relate such distinctions to the current scene in sport and/or

athletics as we know them typically in North America. It was during

my early college days about forty years age that I realized the amount

of confusion in people's minds about the uies of these two everyday

terms. Or perhaps it wOuld be more accurate to say that I sensed the

presence of confusion when the topic was discussed in more than a

superficial manner. But I suppose for the large majority of people

there really was no problem at alls Iona was what.you did in life to

earn a living or to take care of your basic needsl.thus, both my

grandparents and parents viewed it as a serious matter, and a signifi-

cant amount of such arduous endeavor was included as part of.my normal

upbringing. naz, conversely, was whai you were free to do after you

had carried out your work responsibilities. Whereas work was serious,

play was supposed to be fun and re-creative - and trifling or trivial

as opposed to being earnest and weighty.

It was while studying philosophy of education at Yale with John

S. Brubacher in the mid-l940s that he called to my attention the many

limitations inherent in the typical usage of the two terms_by laymen

and educators alike. This led to preliminary analysiewhich indicated

that some people "worked at play," whereas certain otherS-"played ai

A paper presented at the Sixth Annual Meeting of the Philo-
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their work." Fur-f-'ar, it became apparent that there was considerable

educational value - however that might be defined - in many structured

or semi-structured activities that were typically designated as play.

And so, for the first time, I became aware of what has been designated

as a scientifio (Deweyan) ethical analysis-technique - with the remain-

der of the triumvirate being called an authoritarian approach or a

relativistic technique. As explained by Fromm,

The most significant contemporary proponent of a scientific-
ethics is John Dewey, whose views are opposed both to authori-
tarianism and to relativism in ethics. As to the former, he
states that the common feature of appeal to revelation,- divine-
ly ordained rulers, commands of the state-, convention, tradi-.
tion, and so on, *is that there is some voice so authoritative
as to preclude the need of inquiry° (J. Dewey and4.,H,:Tufts,
Ethics,. N.Y.1 H. Holt &Co. Rev. ed., 1932,44-364)..-48 to
the latter, he holds that the fact that something is enjoyed
is not in itself °a ludgment of the value of what is enjoyed°
(Dewey, Problems of Men. Naos H. Holt & Co., 1946, p. 254).
The enjoyment is a basic datum, but it has to be °verified
by evidential facts' (Ibid., p. 260).
(Fromm,-1967, p. 37)

But even though I had evidently understood the possible educational

implications of play based on pragmatic theory, I recall myself writing

for Ontario's developing recreation profession in the 1950s that °play°

was for children: This was followed by a statement that °recreation°

was for mature adults. Looking back upon that °profound" statement,

some twenty-five years later, I can't comprehend why no one present

challenged such pedantic dictum. Can't you just imagine telling people

today that adults should never play - just.recreate:

Then in the 1960s James Keating offered us his distinction between

the concepts of °sport°' and °athletics.° When you analyzed this idea' -

which was basically sound albeit highly impractical in a world where

the public often ignorei etymological distinotions it turned out that

the terms'or concepts may be likened fundamentallyAo °play° and °work°

- - .
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respectively. Thus, however rational Keating's distinction may have

been (Keating, 1963. PP. 7.49, 201-210), the words "sport" and 'lath-

letics"are currently being used interchangeably on the North American

continent, although in England and on the' European continent - and

perhaps in the rest of the world - there seems to be an identifica-

tion of the word "athletics° more directly with track and field events

only.

However, the concepts of 'Work' and''play' are still strongly

dichotomized just about everywhere. There seems to be .no trend what-

soever toward clarifying that which is obviously imprecise and actu-

ally mudd1ed in typical usage, even theugh many educators_ holding

various educational philosophical stances would affirm that °play°

under certain *educational" conditions contributes to a child's edu-

cational experience and growth. And nowhere is the confusion more

evident than when-we are discussing to what extent the nomenclature

of °works and *play" may be applied when referring_to various levels

of participation in sport and/or athletics on the Noith American

scene.

To repeat, therefore, the man,problem of this paper is to

analyze critically (or metaethically) the concepts of 'work° and 'play°

as they are currently employed in Nbrth America, and to relate such

distinctions to sport and/or athletics as we know thee-typically in

society at large or within the edueational setting speciflcally. The

following sub-problems, of the topic, phrased as questions, will be

discussed in this order: (1) how may some of.the fundamental terms,

being employed be defined initially? (2) what is the status of sport

and/or athletics in North America? (3) does such status have a possible

4
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relationship to the prevailing social forces at work in North America?

(4) would altered concepts of °work° and 'play° - in a democratic cul-

ture where individual freedom is valued highly - possibly exert an

influence on the prevailing pattern in sport/athletics? and (5) how

may this question be summarized and what reasonable conclusion(s) may

be drawn from this analysis?

Definition of Terms

Work,. The term "work" oan be used as a noun in a number of

different ways (e.g., "something that is or was done"; "something to

do or be done"; "a person's action of a particular kind"; "an action

involving effort or exertion directed to a definite end" - i.e.,

"one's regular occupation or employment"; "a particular piece or act

of labour; a task, job"; and "exercise or practice in a sport or game;

also, exertion or movement proper to a particular sport, game, or

exercise" (The Oxford Universal Dictiona.ry, 1955, p. 2449). Used in

a second sense as a noun, the term "work" is "the product of the

operation or labour at a person or other agent" (Ibid.).

The term "work" is used also as both a transitive and

intransitive verb and, of course, such usage has a close relationship

to its use as a noun. Some twenty different usages ate listed for its

employment as a transitive verb (e.g., "to do a deed"; "to effect

something or some action"; "to move something into.position," etc.).

The intransitive verb is used in approximately fourteen ways, some of

which have direct application to our purposes here (e.g.,; "to do some-

thing or to do things generally"; "to pursue a regular occupation"; "t0

perform the work proper or incidental to one's business or avocation"

(Ibid.. To 2449).

. .
.

77.
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Synonyms for the word "work" are achievement, business,

drudgery, effort, employment, labor, occupation, opus, performanpe,

production, task, toil, and travail. Antonyms for "work" are ease,

leisure, play, recreation, vacation (The Living Webster Encyclopedic

Dictionary of the EnRlish Language, 1975, p..BT-34).

Pjm. The term "play" can be used as a noun in many waye (e.g.,

"exercise, free movement or action"; "exercise or action by way of

recreation, amusement, or sport"; and "mimic action" (The Oxford Uni-

versal Dictionary, 1955, p. 1920).

- The term "play" is used as a verb in five general ways,

and such usage - as was the case with the term "work" - has a close

relationship to its use as a noun. These usages are as follows; (1)

"to exercise oneself, act or move energetically"; (2) "to5 exercise

oneself in the way of diversion or amusement"; (3) "to engage in a

game, etc."; (4) perform instrumental music"; and (5) "to perform

dramatically, etc." (Ibid., p. 1521).

Synonyms for 6he word "play" used as a noun are listed

under the word "recreation." They are as follows; amusement, diver-

sion, entertainment, fun, game, pastime, and sport. 'Antonyms for

"play" are boredom, labor, toil, and work (listed also under "recrea-

tion") (The Living Webster Encyclopedic Dictionary of the English

Lang_faua, 1975, p. BT-26).

Freedom. The term "freedom" is used here to describe thecondi-

tion of being able to choose and to carry out purpose's" (Muller, 1961,

xiii).' Or to be more precise, keeping in mind that the traditional,

liberal meaning of freedom relates to the absence of constraint or

coercion, the following definition appears to deseribe the term more

6
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adequately.

A man is said to be free to the extent that he can choose his
pm goals or course of conduct, can choose between alterna
tives available to him, and is not compelled to aot as he him-
self would_not_saloose to aot, or prevented from acting as he
would otherwise'choose to act, by the will of another man,
of the state, or of any other authority (Partridge, 1967, Vol.

3, p. 222).

Synonyms for the word "freedom" are exemption, famili-

arity, immunity, independence, liberation, liberty, ridiculous, sense-

less, silly,and simple. Antonyms are bondage, compulsion, constraint,

necessity, and servitude (MLIJOILIa Webster, etc., P. BT-14).

Amateur. An amateur is "one who cultivates any art or pursuit

for the e101oyment of it, instead of professionally or for gain, some-

times implying desultory action or crude results; a devotee" (TA1

Living Webster, eta., p. 32).

Synonyms for the term "amateur" are apprentice, beginner,

dabbler, dilettante, learner, neophyte, and novice. Antonyms are adept,

authority, expert, master, and professional (Ibid., p. BT-2).

Sem4Dro. A semipro (Colloq., a semiprofessional) is one who en-

gages in seme sport or other activity for pay but only as a part-time

occupation (Ibid., p. 876). The person resembles a professional, but

his/her performance demands less skill, knowledge, and the like.

Professional. A professional is a member of any profession, but

more often applied, in opposition to amate , to persona who make'their

living by arts or sports in which others engage as a pastime (Ibid.

p. 761).*

Sport. A sport is a "diversion, amusement, or recreation; a

ple7isant pastime; a pastime pursued in the open air be having an ath-

letio character, as hunting, fishing, baseball bowling, or wrestling,
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etc. (Ibid., P. 942). Further meanings are listed which are not

applicable to the present discussion.

Synonyms for the term "sport" are listed under "games"

as amusement, contest', diversion, fun, match, merriment, pastime,

play, and recreation. Antonyms mentioned are business, drudgery,

hardship, labor, and work (Ibid., pp. BT 14 and 15).

Athletics. Athletics is a plural noun that is acceptable in

usage as either singular or plural in construction. It (they) may

be described as "athletic exercises: sports such as tennis, rowing,

boxing, etc. (Ibid., p. 63). (Note that track and field are not

mentioned as typical or prototype examples, although they are un-

doubtedly considered part of the sports included under the term

"athletics" in North America.)

In a preliminary, inspectional way, therefore, it is possible

tO construct a diagram based on the more or less traditional defi-

nitions of the terms "play," "work," "freedom," "constraint," "sport,"

"athletics," "amateur," and "professional." With each pair of terms

there is a sharp dichotomization in normal usage except with the

terms "sport" and "athletics." Nevertheless, in this diagram they'

are shown as being dichotomized because of Keating's, recommendation.

Despite what has just been said, and which is diagrammed in Figure

#1 below, subsequent consideration Of a more careful nature gives

rise to the idea that the concepts of 'play' and eworki could truly.

be placed on a continuum as opposed to a discontinuum as shown at the

top of the figure. In this instance the continuum would extend from

Trivolity'on the left through 'play' to the concept of.'worke and

finally to 'drudgery' on the far right.

8



(Figure #34

A PLAY-WORK DEFINITIONAL DIAGRAM
RELATING TO THE CONCEPTS OF
SPORTYFREED0140,AND'AMATEURISM,

7a

gates A sharp dichotomization is typically implied when the concepts
are considered initially and typically eMployed in common
parlance. Even the dictionary definitions - including both
synonyms and antonyms - appear as a disioontinuum.

(as typically used) Estaflax

Freedom (as typically used) Constraint

Amateur, (as typically used) Professional

Sport (Keating's etymological Athletics
analysis stresses dichotomization..'
but the two terms are typically used

synomously in this culture.

NOtes The terms.."play" and "work."'along with "frivolity" and
"drudgeryM. placed on a continuum below - as opposed
to the discontinuum shown above.

Presumably the same approach could be employed 'with the other
terms indicated as the several continua are extended to their
extremities. As J. S. Brubacher indicates in correspondende
dated September 27. 1976. "work and.play tend to overlap toward
the middle of the continuum when work can'be pleasant and
play can be toilsome Similarly, at the drudgery end,
it is all constraint, and at the frivolity end of the continuuM
end the freedom becomes license."

Frivolity

A Continuum Approach

Play Drudgery

B. F. Zeigler
1976
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The Status of Snort/Athletics

The comments made, and the opinions offered, about the status

of amateur, semiprofessional, and professional sport are based upon

a half century of personal experience and observation as a performer,

as a coach of performers, as a teacher of coaches, as a professor

writing about the professional preparation of ooaches, and as a person

writing about Sport within society from a disciplinary standpoint.

After my first ten years of coaching experience in three different

sports in two major universities in the United States and Canada and

in a Y.M.C.A., I began to write about sport in a normative, hortatory,

and common sense fashion. This type of article was superseded to a

large eXtent in the 19608 by an effort to draw implications from the

various educational philosophical stances extant at the time. However,

realizing the uncertainty and imprecision of normative ethics and

ethical relativism, I maintained a continuous flow of material down

to the present time in which r have espoused whamight be called a

Deweyan scientific ethic based upon a merging of the historic value-

facts controversy (Zeigler, 1960, 1962, 1964, 1965, 1968, 1969, 1971,

1972, 1973, 1974, 1975, etc.). More recently I have been following

a more eclectic philosophical methodology involving several techniques,

including metaethical or critical analysis of sport and physical

activity - hence this present effort to delineate somewhat more care--

fully problems that arise typically in the use of such terms as 'work,"

"play," "freedom," "constraint," "sport," 'athletics," -"amateur," "semi-

pro,' and 'professional" when discussing sport and its myriad problems

and contentious issues.

Writing in 1967 (Zeigler, pp. 47-49), for purposes of discussion

,
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about "leading a good life," I'noted that:

it is not necessary to delineate the various meanings of mlaz
too carefully; so, we will aocept the definition that mlay is
an instinotive form of selfexpression through pleasurable
aotivity which seems to be aimless in nature

In discussing work at the same time, it was pointed out that:

Many people are now choosing leisure instead of mere work,
because they wanted to "enjoy life."

Speaking at the Athletics in America Symposium at Oregon State Uni-

versity in 1971, the point was made that "North Amerioans must ponder

the term 'freedom' deeply today as they face an uncertain future.

Here freedom is defined as 'the condition of being able to choose

and carry out purposes" (p. 79). Subsequently the statement was made

that "the field of athletics and sport seems to be at least as poorly

prepared as any in'the educational system to help young people to

get ready for the future."

For many years also I have been attempting the "philosophioal

analysis" of one of the most persistent problems facing higher educa-

tion - that of so-called amateur, semiprofessional, and professional

sport and its relationship to our educational system, as well as our

entire culture (in Flath, 1964). I have argued the necessity for re-

evaluation of our treasured, basic assumptions about the amateur code

in sport. Further, I have .decried the materialistic image of today's

professional in sport, the argument being that he is being profes-
__

sional only in the limited sense of the word - that it brought money

to him quickly for athletic performance at a high level, without his

commitment as a true professional whose primary aim in life is to

serve his fellow-man through his varied contributions to his own

sport in particular and to all sport in general. Thus4.I_have'argued

1 1
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that the amateur should be regarded as the beginner not as the Olym-

pic performer who somehow refrained from taking oash but who received

all kinds of Invaluable support along the way. I have presented the

idea of a logical, bonafide, and desirable progression if the person

wished to progress and was capable - through the ranks of the amateur

athlete to that of the semipro, and finally to that of the highly

trained, proficient athletic performer a professionali

I would not wish to create the impression that this has been a

solitary effort - far from it. As far back as 1929, the Carnegie

Report entitled Abar_mj69_LS21V2E,LJ).Mjs_ttnexle explained that "the defects

of American college athletics are twos commercialism, and a negli-

gent attitude toward the educational opportunity for which the Ameri-
a

can college exists. Additionally, the Report stressed that the prevail-

ing amateur code was violated continually; that recruiting and subsi-

dizing was "the darkest blot upon American college sport"; that ath-

letic training and hygiene practices were deplorable and actually .

jeopardized health in many instances; that athletes are not poorer

academically, but that hard training for long hours impaired scholas-

tic standing; that athletics as conducted fail in many oases "to

utilize and strengthen such desirable social traits as honesty and

the sense of fair play"; that few of the sports which are most popu-

lar contributed to physical recreation after college; that many head

coaches were receiving higher pay than full professors, but that their

positions were dependent upon successful win-loss records; that the

athletic conferences were not abiding by the letter, much less the

spirit of the established rules and regulations; and that athletes'

were nOt receiving the opportunity to "mature under responsibility "

7.7777.7--
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In 1974, some forty-five years later, there seems to be every

indication that the only one of the above-mentioned areas of eriti.

clam showing improvement would be that of athletic training and

hygiene practices! Even on this point a cynic would be quick to

point out that improved athletic training could be expected because

of the desire to keep expensive athletic talent healthy enough to

"earn its keep." At any rate, in the year 1974 the American Council

on Education was perceptive enough to discover that "there's a moral

problem in college athletics," and that "the pressure to win is enor-

mous" (Cady, The New York Times, March 10, 1974) - facts which have

been known to cognoscenti in educational circles for decades. For

example, The New York Times commissioned a survey of some forty

colleges and universities and reported in nu that the flagrant abuse

of athletic subsidization in many colleges and universities "promoted

the establishment of false values"; "are the bane of existence in

American education", "lower educational standards generally"; force

educators "to lose out to politicians"; and "do further injury to

democracy in education" (Grutzner, 1951). Obviously, it serves no

good purpose to enumerate such statements endlessly, because volumes

could be filled with them before 1929 and up to the present..

E'en though this paper is not designed so that, it will prove

logically that the status of athletics or sport in United States' edu-

cation is unsound according to the so-called educational-40tandards

or principles upon which most colleges and universities:arebased, it.

Isisssential to justify the conclusion that merlY 0.014015**Mduniirer

sities are conducting intercollegiate athletics in silokii:_Mannerthat,

many questions have been raised over the years About their edueationa.

value - and the situation seems to be as bad today as' never wa01
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This is the reason for inclusion of the section on the status of

such programs. It is important to keep in mind further that not AU

colleges and universities are conducting their intercollegiate ath-

letic programs so as to warrant such severe criticism. tone has to

go no further than the Little Three in New England, most Ivy League

institutions, a large university like Wayne State in Detrdit, and

the University of Illinois III_Chicamo Circle, to name just a few.

Further, Canada has been most fortunate in the realm of university

Competitive sport, and the prevailing "amateur spirit" there has

definitely influenced the secondary school outlook as well. This

is not to say that there aren't warning signs on the horizon, but a

recent survey carried out by the Association of Universities and

Colleges of Canada reported that intercollegiate athletics has been

able to maintain what was called its amateur spirit and educational

balance, generally speaking. As reported by Matthews,

Canadian universities appear to be in a position to strive
for a very high level of athletic and recreational development
in international comparison. University athletio programs
must be seen as a need of the people-- of individuals, of
groups, and of the entire university .community

(Matthews, 1974, p. 3)

Relationshin of Status to Prevailinst Social Forces

Keeping in mind that our objective is to analyze the concepts

of °work' and °play' as currently employed, and to relate such distinc-

tions to sport and athletics in a more precise way, It is important

to reiterate at this point (see pp. 4 and 5 above) that both terms

("work" and "play") may be used correctly in a number of ways. Such

correct usage ranges from "something that isdOne"-to "ezereise or'

practice in a sport or game" for the concept of *work. Similarly

the tern "play" ranges all the way from !exercise or action by way of
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recreation, amusement, or spore to so-callea "mimic action" in a

dramatic performance in the theater. Highly important, therefore,

and crucial to the argument being presented here, is the fact that

lni gelh gall these terms ("work" and "play") have assumed so-called

typical meanings in the language and thought of people - "effort" or

"labor," for example, for "work," and "amusement" or "fun" for the

term "play.!_,Turthermore, it is argued that the sharp dichotomiza-

tion of these two concepts in everyday usage, when they actually have

almost identical, strongly overlapping meanings in a dictionary, has

often caused confusion when sport and athletics were being consid-

ered as part of the cultural configuration of North American:society.

It seems to be impossible to state precisely why such a:sharp

dichotomization of the two concepts of 'work' and 'play' have persis-

ted in everyday usage, but such a distinction undoubtedly hat; some

relationship to the influence of the pivotal social forces on,our

culture(e.g.4 values, type of political state, nationalism, economics,

religion, snd now ecology). It was obvious-to people in earlier

centuries that work had a so-called survival value - and presumably

much more of this quality than play. Indeed it took so vyry long

for the average man on this continent to earn and use leisure. There

have been so many wars, and nothing is more devastating tO an economy.

We can't escape the fact that a surplus economy is absolutely necei-

sary if people are to have a high standard of education and leisure
2

(Hrubacher, 1966, p. 76 et ff.). Secondly, the truism that times chit

slowly must be mentioned. It is extremely difficult to change the

traditions_and mores of a civilization. The exis4ng Political erste

continued to prevail, and it took a revolution 41:civil war:and othe



conflicts of varying magnitude before the concept of 'po:

democracy' had an opportunity to grow (Zeigler. 1975. p.

Thirdly, the power of the church - almost absolute e

had to be weakened before the concept of ''church and stal

tion' could become a reality - and all of us appreciate

basic reasons why the church affirmed the concept of 'wof

accordingly denigrated the concept-of 'play.° or those of

and 'recreation.' Fourthly, the many implications of the

sciences had to be consolidated, into very real gains befc

technology could be realized and could lead men into an I

revolution, the outcomes of which we possibly still corm

and which - on this continent at least - have lowered mar

working hours down to the point where the idea of play or

could loom more importantly in his purview than heretofor

Consequently, one could argue that the prevailing sc

have most definitely influenced.thestatus of sport and al

defined identically or even similarly). If the United Sl

example, can become "Number #l" in the world through a ur

probably not reproducable.set of circumstances in which l

of 'work' was exalted by all of the pivotal social forces

idea of 'play° was viewed typically. as 'frivolous refrest

worthwhile toil and labor' - it is not difficult to uncle/

iiiech a sharp dichotomy deVeloped between these two terms

it is only a short step to the position that playing game

is really not very important, is extra-curricular, and met

effort has resulted in achievment at any rate. This would

the rationale, therefore, for the sharp dichotomization -

16
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tiation in value - of the two terms in everyday usage.

Possible Relationshi of Altered C n e ts t S

What we are perceiving*here, of course, is a relationship or

"proposition seemingly self-contradictory or absurd, and yet explicable

as expressing a truth. - in other words, a paradox. Ajoaradox is

typically incredible, and (as Brubacher explains) we have created

a situation in which our language - or choice of words - actually

downgrades that which we seem to be seeking in the so-called good

lifeo

The oldest and perhaps most persistent position regards work
or labor principally as the means whereby.leisure used in
our culture as a word synomous with recreation and play is
purchased to devote to education. Stated succinctly, the good
life depends on labor but consists in leisure (Brubacher,
1969, p. 34).

The assumption here is that leisure (play) is actually superior to

labor (work) in this culture. People must mish in order to stay alive

or live, but they have completely free rein when it comes to the use

of their leisure. Leisure (play) is worthwhile on its own account:

Further;-any-eduational theory which doee'not.enddiUrage-wistlitSe of

leisure for so-called educational purposes might soon run into diffi-

culty. But if the student, for exampleefelt an obligation to pursue

education diligently, we are then back to the position where educa-

tion could be regarded as work again: Interestingly enough, what all

of this leads to is a position where work becomes subservient to lei-

sure, and this is just fine for an aristocratic societku One social

class works so that another class can be free to enjoy leisure. If

this situation is reversed and-the place of work-dominates-educational--

policy, we have a Marxian type of society In which economic, theory
_4

looms very large in the educational system. PresumWElyuitetween
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these two extremes would be the position in this regard of the evolv-

ing democratic society - one in which work is a continuing opportunity

for man to follow an evolutionary pattern onward and "upward" (what-

ever that may mean). "Work finds its educational significance in

its humanization of man," and a "child''s active ocoupation" in school

is not regarded as tedious, laborious schoolwork. Work, play, and art

all relate to the "active occupation" of the boy or girl, and Da

Inimitiont difference, can be made as to the educational significance

of any of the three aspects. Art, for example, is "work permeated

with the play attitude" (p. 36).

Such a theoretical approach contradicts the dualistic or dichoto-

mous theory of work and play upon which we have been focusing. Now

they are viewed as possessing overlapping and not separate entities

or categories. Thus - and isçt this the way it really happens -

some people take their play ver seriously, while others seem to

play at being professional in their work. In fact, it all becomes

most confusing when an effort is made to analyze the situation as to

where play leaves off and becomes work (and vice versa). All of which

has led me to conceive of et "play-work definitional continuum" in

quite different terms than was explained above (see Fig. #1, p. 7).

This newer conception has been called "aspects of a person's

°active occupation", (see Figure #2 below) - a_situation in which

so-oalled work, play, and art have epistemological and ethical signi-

ficance in the realization of the person's humanity in i sooial envi.

ronment. _First, on Level /, we have.the person,- conceiveitas a

fled organism" - with his/her educational and/or redreational inte-

rests of varying nature that will presumably be: Pre!,N;nt, throughout

'the individual's life. Second, on Level II, is the so-;ealled goals
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continutm of short range, middle range, and long range goals. It is

at this point that such a differentiation in approach is being recom-

mended from the prevailing sharply dichotomized definitions of the

terms "work" and "play." Presumably - and it is not being proposed

that it is possible or desirable to reverse people's language habits

markedly in any direction - an effort could be made to use the term

"work" for educational purposes primarily when the purposes or goals

are middle or lonk range in nature, and to use the term "play" when

the goals are short to middle range. Thus, if a boy plays baseball

after school, his goals are short range and therefore conceived as

'play.' If this boy continues With his interest in high school and

college, and were to receive an athletic scholarship, play would quite

often take on the aspect of work. Further, at this point he could

then be considered a semipro, and this would be so because of the

time being spent, the middle range goals attendant to his athletic

activity, and the level of ability or performance he had achieved -

Leal 31 the fact that he was being paid a certain amount of money

for performing the baseball skills he had mastered. Such consideration

brings us to the third subdivision of Figure #2, Level /II. Now if

this young man were to be selected in the draft by the major leagues,

he would then be forced to make a decision on Level II, the Goals

Continuum. If he did well in his try-outs and were granted a substan-

tive cOntract, baseball would then be related to this person's long

range goals, and he would be considered a professional in sport.

This brings us to a brief consideration of Level IV, the Freedom-

Constraint Continuum. Gradually, but steadily as this young man moves

up through the various stages of organized baseball, the status of

20

1-A6.1.
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his freedom or independence changes. This is true in most people's

regular lives in a social environment as well, but such an altera-

tion is particularly true in this'instance where the relationship

between a young man and organized baseball is being discussed. Of

course, many other similar examples come to mind relative to all

phases of people's lives.

Altering these concepts of 'work' and 'play' - not to mention

those of °amateur' and 'professional' - would in my opinion have a

positive influence on the prevailing pattern in North American sport

and athletics. For more than thirty years I have been speaking and

writing to help to bring about a change in the United States Amateur

Athletic Union rules for those who participate locally, state-wide,

regionally, nationally, and internationally under their auspices.

This organization had a noble ideal once in the late 1800s, but

changing times and increasing role differentiation in society has

brought us to the point today where the situation is absolutely

-ridiculoust Writing in 1964, in an effort to urge others to distin-

guish more carefully between the ways that we used the various terms

being considered, I stateds

We will have to re-evaluate some of our treasured, basic
assumptions about the amateur code in sport. What AKI the

reasons todsv for the continuation of such a sharp distinc-

tion between the amateur and the'wofessional? History tells

us where the ideal originated, but it tells us also that the

conditions which brought it about do not exist in America

today And what is so wrong with a young sportsman being
classified as a semiprofessional? Do we brand the musician,

the artist, or the actor in our society who develops his

talent sufficiently to receive some remuneration for his

efforts as being a "dirty pro"? Why must.this,ideapersist
in sport - a legitimate phase of our oulture? We cannot

agree either with the cynic who says that there are no more

amateurs in sport. This is not true. There are, and ever

will be, amateurs in the only logtmal sense of the words today.
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The amateur is the beginner, the dabbleri the dilettante
(Zeigler, in ?lath, 1964, Introd Chapter)

In my opinion, therefore, careful consideration of this Matter, includ-

ing-conceptual analysis of the ordinary language employed, could well

have a significant influence of a positive nature on the prevailing

pattern in North American sport and athletics today.

Summary and Conclusions

To summarize, then, after introducing the topic and placing it

in philosophical perspective in regard to the major approaches to

ethical analysis extant-,--the Main problem of the paper was indicated

as a metaethical or critical analysis of the concepts of °work° and

°play° as currently employed in North America. The second phase of

the main problem was to relate the various definitions of the terms

reviewed to sport and athletics as we know them typically in society

at larie and within the educational setting specifically.

The following sub-problems were analyzed in sequence to serve

as data to assist with the analysis of the main problems

1. Definitions-of-the-folIowing-wordsi alongIathAappropri.i
ate synonyms and antonyms, were enumeratedt work, play,
freedom, amateur, semipro, professional, sport, and
athletics.

These terms were placed in a "traditional" play-work
definitional diagram as applied to sport and athletics.,

2. The status, along with some brief historical data of
sport/ithletics in the United States and Canada was
reviewed (with particular emphasis on the college and
university level).

The possible relationship between the prevailing, pivotal
social forces and the status of sport was_discussed
It was explained why the terms "work" and.."110,"Hhad

. , _ . . _ _ . . .

become so sharply dichotomized.

4. Prior to the recommendation ofjatered 00hoepii:of work
and play as being more:appropriate for:atievelvling:_
democratic sodiety*:the telatiOnehipoftheiSecOhce0t0.
within coMmunistAnd aristobracy:wasdesorOediiMOdel

. _

entitled "Aspects of a Pereonos IlAtotive'Clooupatian., was
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constructed with play, art, and work (Dewey) included
as the three appropriate aspects. These terms were related
from the standpoint of the "unified organism" and-that
person's varied educational-recreational interests (Level
I) to the Goals Continuum (Level II), the AiSteur-Profes-
sional Continuum (Level III), and the Freedom-Constraint
Continuum (Level IV).

Finally, it was pointed out that modifying these various
concepts - notably "work," "play," "amateur," and "Profes-
sional" would in all probability have a positive influence -

on the prevailing pattern in North American sport and
athletics.

One final conclusion seems justifiable if this argument has

merits the concepts of "work" and "play" should be modified -

especially in the educational setting . so that a continuum between

them and the concept of 'art' is recognized rather than the sharp

dichotomization that exists currently. A similar spectrum should

be applied to the terms "amateur" and "professional" with the term

"semipro" in the middle. Such changes would in all probability

exert a positive influence and help to clarify the "language ailment"

that afflicts sport and athletics in North America. Once the

"disease" is identified, treatment and prognosis may be possible.

The time to apply such a remedy is long overdue.
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